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LIFTING PROCESS: For a quick, safe and easy screen lifting process the TORO A-101/C-TV Stand is equipped with 
a hand winch with automatic braking system, which stops the screen at the desired height when handle is released. 
This winch is certified for a maximum load of 450 Kg. It comes with an adjustable adaptor (using aluminium clamps) to 
safely secure screens of up to 150 kg. Note: Different adaptor sizes made on request.

SAFETY MEASURES: TORO A-101/C-TV is equipped with three automatic safety systems to guarantee maximum re-
liability and strength in the lifting, hanging and lowering of the screen. This certified Lifting Tower for screens complies 
with current safety, quality, strength and welding standards for lifting heavy loads.

MAST SECTION: The Mobile Screen Stand is made with extruded aluminium profiles (Alloy: EN-AW 6082). These 
sturdy profiles are raised by means of pulleys with bearings and an anti-torsion galvanized steel cable.

BASE SECTION: Its reinforced, compact base has 2 double swivel castors with brakes (Ø 75 mm) and 2 rigid castors 
(Ø 200 mm) which facilitates moving the TORO A-101/C-TV stand around. Its reduced dimensions allow the screen to 
be easily moved from one room to another, through doorways and corridors. To make our mobile screen stand more 
stable it has articulated legs which have 2 positions.

The base is manufactured in sturdy steel and finished in a textured powder coating (Epoxy – suitable for outdoor use).

TRANSPORT: It comes with 6 heavy duty wheels to be transported both vertically and horizontally. To ease its hori-
zontal transportation and the loading into vehicles, the TORO A-101/C-TV has two heavy-duty castors situated under 
the brake winch, which also protect the winch from being damaged.
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